Case Study

Overview
GAVS Technologies (GAVS) is a global
IT services & solutions provider for
customers across multiple industry
verticals. GAVS offers services and
solutions aligned with strategic
technology trends to enable
enterprises to take advantage of
futuristic technologies like Cloud, IoT,
Managed Infrastructure Services, and
Security services.

Benefits
The SAP ERP built on cloud had high
availability and scalability with
seamless integration with Azure
Cloud. Post the implementation of
Azure Cloud, IT operational cost of
our client dropped by 20%. The
solution provided:
Agile, nimble and real time data across
their supply chain process and helped in
the reduction of inventory while
streamlining their demand Vs supply

GAVS ensures real time visibility and inventory
management through Azure for a leading FMCG
company
Background

GAVS' Solution

The client is a major FMCG player that
manufactures oral and personal care
products in India. They had heavy
dependency on their supply chain; their
teams and agents had to frequently access
the real time data for inventory
management, customer order
management and other key steps in the
entire supply chain process. Real time data
and responsiveness of the system was of
paramount importance to their business.

GAVS envisioned a process model to
reengineer and consolidate the
business processes across finance,
procurement and invoicing. After a
comprehensive cloud platform
assessment, Microsoft Azure Cloud
was chosen as the right cloud
platform. The end to end process of
building the SAP ERP on Azure cloud
included:

The Need

Restructuring of their product cost to
track variances against the planned cost

Exploding volumes of data and lack of
analytic capabilities

Accurate MIS reporting using BI/BO
dashboards of sales & profitability

No efficient and reliable method of enabling
communication and data flow
between the many facets of their business

The client was looking for a right
partner to build the state of the art
SAP ERP solution on cloud to
support their business' demands of
responsiveness, agility and
nimbleness.

For more information on how GAVS can help
solve your business problems, write to

Sizing SAP ERP environment and designing
secured network architecture
Building Windows based Virtual Machines
in Azure
Upgrading existing SAP environment to
meet the prerequisites of Azure migration
Upgrading existing SAP modules to bring
compliance to local laws and regulations
Installing and configuring solution manager
and connectivity with SAP
Migrating SAP development, test, and
production environments to Azure
Restructuring SAP access levels based on
segregation of duties (SOD)

GAVS also provided infrastructure
and SAP ERP support to manage the
client's IT & SAP ERP environment.
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